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Добрый день друзья
Я собираюсь поговорить с вами в ближайшее время, но в
начале я хотел бы показать вам короткое видео о моей
прекрасной стране

Good day friends

I am going to talk to you soon but I would first like you to see a small
video on my beautiful country.

I got motivated when I saw the theme of the summit 2014
It is actually CMG vision 2014
Bringing

Investment,
US$ 6 M already
made (direct)
while indirect in
process

Technology,
Introduced &
being
improved

Partnership &
A strong, viable
base already
formed. coverage
is growing.
Synergies being
worked out

Content to
Broadcast
DMS in place.
Use of CMG
platform already
initiated

Coming to my topic of the day which is

“Digitizing in new markets. The political and technological
challenges & opportunities”

But, gentlemen I take the liberty of pointing out that as an entrepreneur I
will re-arrange the core words of my topic to read as

The re-phrased
“Digitizing in new markets. The opportunities, the political and
technological challenges”
You will appreciate that we look for the positive and the brighter side of things
first and therefore “opportunities” is our driving force followed by “challenges”
I am aware, like all of you that with every opportunity there comes challenges of
all sorts – specially if one is coming from a “emerging market” in SE Asia.
The good news is that we take these challenges, work our way out and establish
trends. And we will continue to do so

So, lets talk of the opportunity
The golden word “opportunity” can be determined once we get a quick glance
of the environment in which it is being analysed.
It has to be evaluated quantitatively and qualitatively to gauge the true worth
Quantitative data will provide us indicators on demographics, media
penetration, size and growth of related business
Qualitative information gives us the feel (if not based on any UAN or study) of
the psychographic needs and sheds light on the lifestyle of the consumer and
their aspirations.
Let us start with the quantitative – the numbers !

So, lets talk of the opportunity

Let the numbers speak too
Total TV Homes

21 million

Total TV viewers

124 million

Total number of licensed TV channels

122

generally shown on analogue cable TV
generally available on cable TV

90
150

Total Cable Homes

11.1 million

Total Cable TV viewers
Urban
Rural
Total number of cable operators

68.2 million
80% ( 51.2 million viewers)
40% ( 23.6 million viewers)
-------

Internet
Broadband users

30 million +
3.5 million

post 3G launch 4 months back

6 million

So, lets talk of the opportunity

Let the numbers speak too
Total mobile phone subscribers

150 million

with almost 80% penetration it is highest in the world
Smart phone users
2.6 million
Average sales of mobile phone sets/month
2.2 million

Mobile TV platforms – estimated

03

Total ad spend on electronic

US$ 370 million

growth @ 10-12 %
Not to forget that it is Country of 195 * million (70% under 30 years) with an urbanization process. There is growth in
the gadget market and demand for international quality is visible.
* Some calculate figures based on 180 million, also

So, lets talk of the opportunity

The non numerical component – life & its needs
1.

The opportunity also stems from the dynamic “consumerism” which is
the mother of all needs for lifestyle and related products. Let me share a
few slides with you to give a glimpse of how vibrant the consumer in
Pakistan has become over the last decade and how much consumerism
has gained, as a result of this

2.

Lifestyle brands, as you saw, are the fastest growing segment thus
creating demand for more !

3.

Within these are segments such as mobile phone, fashion brands and
media (specially TV, digital and mobile TV platforms) which responded to
this “more” and have gained tremendously over the past few years

So, lets talk of the opportunity
The non numerical component – life & its needs

4.

5.

6.

7.

Digitization efforts were made and are being made but lack of
professionalism, skill set, ambiguity in understanding of is true
potential though has created awareness of this but nor yielded
desired results
Influx of foreign channels, specially from India, through a large
number of DTH has provided the viewer (consumer) a taste of
digital TV and there is a urge to see digital rather than analogue
Similarly, the analogue restricts the number of channels which
keeps the viewer thirsty and he knows that digital can be the thirst
quencher
All the stake holders are clear that digital offers lot more value to
their business

So, lets talk of the opportunity
The non numerical component – life & its needs

8.

Advertisers are also looking for non-conventional opportunities to invest.
Thus, opening doors for more TV channels who can offer better ROI and to
those who can monetize through innovation.
9. Cable TV is seen as a effective medium for regional or local advertisers
and is used by them as a main tool. There are cases of 2 major brands
which launched through cable TV and have become key players. One of
the Q mobile is today the largest seller of mobile hand sets in Pakistan and
the largest local based advertiser.
10. Technology and tech based products are the ‘in’ thing today and the
young population gets attracted to these fast. they are always willing to
try things.

Hence, the opportunity
The territory is a virgin land ripe for those who can see that

“the sky is the limit”
Digitization will make TV viewership move to the next level ie HD
STB and CAS will strengthen operator HH relationship
Monetization through DMS is a revenue platform for us
No other carrier platform exists as no local DTH or DTT
Network already is FTTC and we can move to FTTH in the next phase
2 terrestrial channels while rest are all C&S and we will increase number of C&S
Head ends offer more than just carrying tv channels ie connected screen
CAS helps in creating a data base which itself is a revenue source
Introduction to effective segmentised telemarketing
STB can be used to develop rating base of channels
Large reach in the HH offers other stake holders to market VAS

Considering the opportunity
1.

2.

3.

The journey which started as launching STB has given birth to a new
force in the business, CMG which is now playing a key role in turning
around the way cable business was being run in Pakistan. We have
40% share of the HH market in the country
We have taken necessary steps to move forward and these included:
bringing changes in technology, establishing the placement fee by
channels, organizing the distribution network and with it the marketing
& ad sales on cable channels, inviting key stake holders (channels,
regulators, advertisers and cable operators) to work together towards
common goals of digitization
CMG has also used its strength of being a carrier of content (TV
channel) by launching 2 channels under its roof – this is to test and
offer the service to others waiting to get a one window solution

The political challenges
-

Invisible and visible

1. This is the sensitive part of the business which has had mushroom growth
and hence did not grow in a natural way thus by passing any regulations
2. The rapid, uncontrolled growth resulted in a disorganized business which
was dependent on international channels being broadcast without legal
rights
3. The business became substantial in terms of reach and gained importance
as soon as private sector tv started operations in 2003
4. Legislature was not followed by the media and the regulators did not
enforce it phase wise for these to be implemented efficiently and this
resulted in a rather chaotic battle for supremacy amongst all the stake
holders
5. When such battle starts, there are vested interest groups which penetrate
the system to further add fuel to fire

Media

The political challenges

Power
Power Seekers

Power Players
Political angles
Created by
all segments of
power

Result in challenges for related business
Cable is business

Specially in Pakistan
with no DTT or DTH

Desire to
Control, influence &
use media
-its affiliates

Media is Just content carried by cable
Cable is life line for media
Cable is attractive to people with political angles who
want to control/influence media

Still
being organized

The political challenges
6.

7.

8.

9.

The situation is such at this point of time that the regulator is finding
ways to gain maximum control with resistance from the operators as
they feel that this way the business will bot be effectively under their
control
Media houses being very strong are indirectly trying to influence the
operators through the government and the political forces. Thus bringing
another player
Regulators are not focused on trying to develop the system by setting
deadlines for technology launches which will help the business become
professional and accountable
With so much happening on the scene, Digitization and other similar
initiatives seem to be on the lowest priority of the regulators

The technological challenges
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

In terms of factors affecting facilitation of work, the system seems to being slow
to realize ground realities. Cases such as processing time to get permission to lay
fiber or that wireless (even 2.4) is regulated
Fiber connectivity is not nation wide instead its on city basis
NOC to import STB is to be obtained from the regulator instead of Customs which
handles it. Cable operator already has license for it.
Cabling done in haste was erratic, un planned and with poor quality material
Business is mostly run by people who are semi educated or non educated. Not
tuned to changing technology
The business is spread into smaller units and none was interested to invest in
technology because to them it was not needed
A lack of confidence (insecurity) amongst those who run the business prevented
them to explore technology. Focus was on “save your fort”.

The technological challenges

6.

7.
8.

Limited vision and exposure, of a vast majority in the business, restricted
the understanding of VAS and how the business could become more
profitable if technological solutions were adapted
Broadcasters are practically taking no steps to invest in technology and in
improving it thus putting the burden on the cable operators
Banks or Financial Institutions do not invest in the technolgy

A headend interior – before CMG

A headend interior – after CMG

A headend interior – after CMG

Thank you for your attention !

